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Edge as a Rich Compute Platform – Fragmentation Challenges

Rich Workloads, Multiple Programming Languages, Runtimes, Containers, Multi-Tenancy

Fragmentation of Platform Security Hardware and APIs

- Discrete TPM
- Firmware TPM
- Local HSM
- Remote HSM
- Trusted Apps
- Custom
PARSEC: A Platform Abstraction For Security

Any Workload, Any Programming Language, Any Container Runtime, Any Packaging

Any Platform, Any Architecture, Any Hardware
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PARSEC Value Proposition

• **Abstraction** – a common API that is truly agnostic and based on modern cryptographic principles

• **Mediation** – security as a microservice, brokering access to the hardware and providing isolated key stores in a multi-tenant environment

• **Ergonomics** – a client library ecosystem that brings the API to the fingertips of developers in any programming language: “easy to consume, hard to get wrong”

• **Openness** – an open-source project inviting contributions to enhance the ecosystem both within the service and among its client libraries
PARSEC Status

• Public open source as of Oct 2019 under Apache 2 license
• Available primitives based on portable RoT (eg. mTLS bootstrap) use case:
  • Provisioning asymmetric key pairs (RSA)
  • Importing/exporting public keys
  • Asymmetric sign and verify operations
• Available back-end integrations today:
  • Mbed Crypto (software only – for evaluation)
  • PKCS#11 standard (for HSMs, also connects to secure object library on NXP LS1046a)
  • TPM 2.0
• Current engineering focus on making existing pieces deployable in production
• Rust and C libraries available soon; Golang client some time later
• Seeking open governance (ideally CNCF)
• Seeking partnerships, integration opportunities and contribution opportunities
EdgeX Integration Opportunities

- Part of portable HW root-of-trust design? (It was mentioned yesterday)
- Source of entropy (by abstracting over available HWRNG)
- Source of IKM for Vault master key workflows?
- Anywhere where HW security needs to be driven abstractly
- Suggestions please! 😊
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Note: “parsec” was already being used as an organization name in GitHub, which is why the expanded “parallaxsecond” term was selected instead.